An individual-based model, EcoSim, was employed to investigate if specialized resource use could promote sympatric speciation. Prey individuals in the original version of EcoSim were supplied with a single primary food resource. A dual resource version with different food resources (Food 1 and Food 2) was also developed to create favorable conditions for the emergence of specialized food consumption among prey individuals. The single resource version was used as the control to determine the impact of the presence of multiple food resources on the occurrence of sympatric speciation. Each unit of Food 2 contained a higher amount of energy than Food 1, and Food 1 was more accessible than Food 2. Initially, prey individuals mostly fed on Food 1. However, after the emergence of food specialization, the consumption rate of Food 2 significantly exceeded the consumption rate of Food 1; although prey individuals more frequently encountered Food 1. While sympatric speciation was observed in the dual resource version runs, we could not identify any sympatric species in the single resource version runs. Machine learning techniques were also employed to identify the most influential initial conditions leading to sympatric speciation. According to the obtained results, in most lineages sympatric speciation occurred at the beginning of the food specialization process. When the lineage had a high special diversity, the lineage needed two different criteria to diverge sympatrically: possessing high genetic diversity and a large population size. In support of previous findings, this study demonstrated that the most accurate determination of initial conditions leading to sympatric speciation can be obtained from lineages that are at the beginning of the divergence process. In conclusion, this study indicated that divergent foraging behavior could potentially lead to the sympatric emergence of new How to cite this paper: Pour, M.K., Bandehbahman, S., Gras, R. and Cristescu, M.E. 
Introduction
The origin of life has been one of the most controversial topics in biology. Speciation is often defined as "the evolution of genetically distinct populations (clusters), maintained by reproductive isolation in the case of sexual taxa" [1] . Although there are different mechanisms of speciation, most scholars agree that the vast majority of species have been initiated through "allopatric speciation".
In allopatric divergence or geographical speciation, new species gradually are formed from geographically isolated populations of the same ancestral gene pool [2] [3] [4] . Parapatric speciation is one of the rare forms of speciation, in which reproductive isolation happens because of temporal and behavioral reasons rather than geographic causes. Unlike allopatric speciation in which the population of one particular species is split into two separate subpopulations by a physical barrier, in parapatric speciation a subpopulation of one specific species becomes genetically isolated as a result of occupying a new niche [5] . This isolation is temporary and a diverging subpopulation may begin interacting again; however, individuals of each subpopulation tend to mate with each other rather than with other geographic neighbors This, in consequence, leads to reduced gene flow and fluctuating sexual selective pressure within a population's range [6] . By far the most controversial form of speciation is sympatric speciation, which happens when one single species (ancestral species) splits into two or more groups of individuals that become unable to reproduce with each other, although there is no geographical isolation or extrinsic barrier to gene flow [7] [8] [9] .
Almost all sympatric speciation models follow a unique general outline. As such, disruptive selection in an initial random mating population leads to evolutionary changes in mating patterns in all models and this, in consequence, contributes to reproductive isolation in subpopulations of the initial population [1] , [10] . Competition for shared resources [11] [12] [13] , adaptation to different resources [14] [15] , and unequal distribution of resources throughout the environment [16] [17] are the underlying factors that could result in disruptive selective pressure. In addition to disruptive selection, other evolutionary factors play a leading role in sympatric speciation including sexual selection [18] [19] , competition, and habitat preference [1] . In fact, it is believed that the sympatric speciation process stems from several fundamental causes including reproductive and behavioral strategies. Among these, sexual selection that forces mate choice and habitat competition which leads to preferential resource use are the most popular among literature [20] .
It has been empirically demonstrated that there are two particular circumstances easing the occurrence of sympatric speciation as an evolutionary process in nature: genetic conditions and ecological conditions [1] [21] . Genotype × environment interaction in resource use and genetic variation in habitat preference are two main examples of genetic conditions facilitating sympatric speciation [21] . Examples of ecological conditions leading to sympatric speciation include: 1) habitat or host shift in sister species utilizing diverse habitat or host (host refers to what provides nourishment for an organism), 2) ecological opportunity for adaptive radiation in isolated environments such as small lakes or islands [21] (adaptive radiation occurs when individuals of a single population quickly branch off into several new forms as a result of a new change in the environment that provide environmental niches or new resources or new challenges [22] , [23] ), and 3) imposed constraint on gene flow between populations as a result of the absence of an intermediate environment that supports hybrids (resulting in an ecological selection force against hybrids) [21] .
The most popular example of sister species using different hosts is the Apple maggot, Rhagoletis pomonella, which was introduced by Feder and Filchak (1999) and Linn et al. (2003) [24] [25] . Initially, R. pomonella was specialized on hawthorn fruits, but after the introduction of apple trees to North America in the colonial-era, they shifted from hawthorn fruits to apple fruits. This happened while R. pomonella were sharing their habitat with hawthorn flies and this shift led to reproductive isolation resulting from an incompatible mating time and habit choice. This host shift from hawthorns to apples was considered the initial step toward sympatric speciation [1] [24] [25] .
Numerous examples of host-plant shifts in insect sister species have now been traced in nature [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . This sympatric host-shift speciation is not simply limited to insect species. Several instances among vertebrate species has been also documented [1] . For instance, African indigobird of the genus (Vidua) act as brood parasites of different species (their hosts). Mimicking the host's courtship songs, male indigobirds manipulate their hosts into raising their offspring. It has been proven that the preparation for reproductive isolation and accordingly, the emergence of a genetically new species of indigobirds is started as soon as a new host species has been selected by indigobirds [31] . Intermediate horseshoe bats (Rhinolphus affinis) and Pearson's horseshoe bats (Rhinolphus pearsonii) are also considered as a species having arisen from a sympatric speciation event. Investigations have illustrated that although these carnivorous bat species have an overlapped diet, they also have their own exclusive prey species.
Therefore, Intermediate horseshoe bats and Pearson's horseshoe bats perfectly coexist in cave ecosystems without any competitive interactions due to their different preferential foraging specializations, thereby occupying diverse microenvironments of the cave ecosystem [32] . Darwin (1859) successfully developed the concept that natural selection could eventually lead to species divergence [33] . Sympatric speciation had been widely accepted by scientists until the early 1960's when it became a divisive issue. In 1963, Mayr argued against sympatric speciation and proposed that allopatric speciation is the prevalent type of speciation [2] . Since then many investigators such as Smith (1966) (by his simple model [34] ), and most significantly Rice (by his empirical and theoretical studies) [35] [36] [37] have striven to prove that disruptive selection could frequently lead to sympatric speciation. Today, thanks to a large number of empirical observations and mathematical models, it is generally acknowledged that sympatric speciation is theoretically possible and has occurred in nature. However, the underlying mechanism for it has remained unclear and controversial [1] [21] [38] [39] [40] . After attesting to the theoretical feasibility of sympatric speciation, its central underlying mechanism has become the main source of controversy today and much uncertainty still exists. However, exploring underlying causes of sympatric speciation by means of empirical studies is difficult [1] .
Although a huge number of investigations have been launched to shed light on the origin of species, sympatric speciation has not captured enough attention due to theoretical difficulties [3] [4] . Tracking speciation in complex organisms by means of field studies and experimental observations in natural ecosystems is quite difficult on the grounds that speciation is a gradual genetic divergence, which requires thousands of generations to occur [1] [9] [39] . Therefore, it would be essential to exploit the potential abilities of new techniques such as modeling approaches to overcome such difficulties and thus obtain further insights. As such, individual-based behavioral modeling approaches have been widely applied to simulate ecological systems in order to offer a better understanding of speciation [41] .
Thibert-Plante and Hendry (2009) utilized an individual-based model to investigate the importance of mate choice, dispersal, gene flow, and natural selection pressure acting against migration in speciation. In order to provide a better understanding of ecological speciation and its underlying factors, in this study they measured the required time for one population to inhabit a new ecological niche [42] . They found that natural selection pressure acting against migration and hybrids plays a crucial role in reproductive isolation, thereby affecting speciation. Additionally, according to this investigation, mating preference also made a substantial contribution to ecological speciation. Their modeling investigation demonstrated that when a subpopulation branched from the main population and occupied a new habitat, environmental differentiation between the new and the old habitat could quickly lead to reproductive isolation wherein the subpopulation completely separates from the ancestral population. They concluded that there is a nonlinear interaction between different parameters (fluctuating environmental parameters, population size, dispersal, and mating preference) contributing to speciation [42] .
They also carried out another individual-based modeling investigation in 2011 to examine the potential factors (including competition, mating preference, and resource distributions) influencing sympatric speciation. In this study, male fo-raging ability was the main parameter exploited by females for the purpose of choosing their potential mates. Furthermore, the capacity of individuals to utilize available resources was based on their phenotype and this capacity was used to model competition. According to the results of this study, strong mate choice is a required criterion for the occurrence of sympatric speciation; however, it is not enough. The authors found that among these three factors contributing to sympatric speciation, mate choice and resource distribution are more important factors than competition. Finally, they concluded that models involving several potential factors at the same time are more capable of modeling sympatric speciation [20] .
Labonne and Hendry (2010) applied an individual-based model specifically designed for guppies, Poecilia reticulate, to investigate how the interaction between sexual and natural selective pressures could lead to ecological speciation.
They explored the evolution of male color within 20 generations under two different situations, low and high predation pressure. Their results illustrated the significant evolution of a male trait, male coloration, caused by divergent selection. This modeling study proved that the consequences of divergent natural selection could be intensely adjusted through sexual selective pressure exerted by female mating preference. They therefore concluded that estimations of ecological speciation could be changed through sexual selection [43] .
Gras et al. (2015) utilized an IBM approach to explore the speciation process and the primary reasons for the emergence of new genetic clusters (species) under three different scenarios. Compact and distinct clusters were clearly detectable in the first scenario, where individuals were subject to natural selection as well as spatial isolation. By contrast, clustering was weaker in the second scenario (overlapping clusters), where individuals were only subject to spatial isolation but not selection. Finally, the third scenario, where there was no natural selection and spatial isolation but genetic drift alone, did not indicate any signs of clustering [45] .
Applying the same tool, Golestani, Gras, and Cristescu (2012) investigated how introducing new physical obstacles to an artificial ecosystem could influence allopatric speciation through alterations in population distribution and the patterns of gene flow between subpopulations. They found that when building up the number of existing obstacles in their virtual world, the rate of speciation increases so that there is a continuous correlation between the number of obstacles and the speed of evolution. Their results also indicated that spatial distribution of existing species in their control runs (the virtual world without any obstacles) was significantly less compact than their treatment runs (physical obstacles included) [46] .
The main focus of the present study is exploring how competition for habitat and ecological specialization could contribute to sympatric speciation. More specifically, in this study we investigate preferential resource usage causing selective pressure toward sympatric speciation. Individuals from a single population may choose to feed on two different food resources while they are living in the same habitat. Under a strong force positively selecting for this, the initial population might be split into two discrete subpopulations; each specialized on their own particular food resource. Disruptive selection can exert selective pressure against hybrid individuals with an intermediate feeding behavior trait.
When selection favors individuals at only the extreme ends of a feeding trait, individuals will become specialized on divergent food resources. This, in consequence, leads to reduced fitness in individuals with an intermediate expression of the trait, resulting from an inefficient exploitation of food resources [47] [47] . Thus, compared to extreme morphs that tend to be the more functional phenotype, intermediate ones suffer a lower fitness [50] . Reproductive isolation may occur either because of assortative mating (as individuals feeding on one particular food resource tend only to mate with each other) or due to a reduced probability of successful mating between individuals of two different groups feeding on distinct food resources [47] . Accordingly, sympatric speciation subsequently occurs due to the restriction of gene flow between subpopulations living in the same area.
Discrete resource polymorphism is a frequent occurrence in vertebrate species and it tends to be a driving force for population divergence and subsequently, speciation. From an ecological viewpoint, resource polymorphism results in resource partitioning, as a functional strategy to decrease intraspecific competition, thereby providing more available ecological niches. In fact, resource polymorphism exerts ecological forces that keep polymorphic organisms separate from each other despite their sharing genetic histories as sympatric species. In this study, we utilized a complex individual based evolving predator-prey ecosystem platform called "EcoSim" [51] to look at preferential resource usage causing selective pressure toward sympatric speciation. We explored the speciation process in the absence of a pre-defined fitness function [44] [45] , where the capability of individuals to cope with environmental challenges (fitness) is determined thorough their interactions with their surrounding biotic and abiotic environments (an emergent property). We ask two main questions; first, does divergent feeding behavior promote sympatric speciation? If the answer to this first question is yes, then we ask the second question: is it possible to clarify which specific pattern(s) shared between sympatric species are primarily responsible for the occurrence of sympatric speciation? In attempting to answer the first question, a dual food resource version of EcoSim was developed to create the favorable conditions for the emergence of divergent feeding behavior.
Considering this fact that tracking speciation by means of field studies and experimental observations is logistically difficult, this study utilized the potential ab-ilities of new techniques such as IBMs to overcome such difficulties.
Methods

EcoSim
EcoSim [51] is an individual-based evolving ecosystem simulation, written in C++, and simulating a terrestrial tri-trophic dynamic food chain model of interacting organisms including: primary producer (grass), primary consumers (herbivores or prey), and secondary consumers (carnivores or top predator). This system has been used to study diverse ecological questions such as: rate of speciation [45] [46], species extinction [52] , and contemporary evolution of prey in the presence of predators [53] .
The virtual world of EcoSim is a torus environment of 1000 × 1000 discrete cells. Each cell contains an unlimited number of prey and predator individuals, but a limited amount of primary resources. The resource amount and spatial distribution varies dynamically in time [54] . Prey and predator individuals live in a world consisting of discrete cells. This model goes through separate time steps. During each time step, living organisms perform different actions based on their perception of their surrounding environment and of the other organisms that they are in interaction with. This, in consequence, influences the whole system. Prey and predator species coexist and they need efficient, evolvable behaviors to be able to survive and adapt to the evolving virtual world [51] . The behavior of each living organism is coded in its genome and implemented via a Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) [55] . As such, individuals are able to perceive their environment using their FCM and then perform at any time step the behavior they perceive as the most beneficial. This means that at every time step, each individual will perform a unique action as determined by its behavioral model and its surrounding environment. The FCM of each agent, being coded in its genome, thus allows the evolution of the agent behavior through the simulation.
As a result of utilizing such a complicated modelling approach, each individual in EcoSim can express different and divergent behavior [51] . Using FCM we were able to create a simulated ecological system called EcoSim to test sympatric spe- Therefore, the FCMs are weighted graphs representing the causal relationship between Sensitive, Internal, and Motor nodes. The activation levels of the concepts of an individual are never reset during its life. Hence, the previous states of an individual participate in the computation of its current state. Therefore, an individual has a memory of its own past and this will influence the individual's future states. As the action undertaken by an individual at a given time step depends on the current activation level of the motor concepts, the global behavior of the Figure 1 . An FCM for detection of foe (predator) and decision to evade with its corresponding matrix (0 for "Foe close", 1 for "Foe far", 2 for "Fear" and 3 for "Evasion") and the fuzzification and defuzzification functions [51] .
individual depends on a complex combination of the individual's perception, the current internal states, and the past states it went through during its life [51] .
In EcoSim every individual possesses its own properties, which are mostly related to physical capabilities such as: age, minimum age for breeding, speed, vision distance, level of energy, and the amount of energy transmitted to the offspring. Prey individuals obtain their required energy through the consumption of the available primary producer (grass) in the environment. Throughout the world, primary resource distribution is dynamic in terms of quantity and location. Predator individuals prey on herbivores to satisfy their energy needs. As a result of performing each action (eating, reproducing, etc.), each individual loses some amount of energy based on the type of action performed and the complexity of its behavioral model (the number of existing edges in its FCM). In this evolving system the process of producing a new individual occurs when two individuals that possess essential prerequisites for mating action (being in the same cell, both choosing to express reproduction action as their first priority among other actions, having the minimum age of reproduction, having the minimum level of required energy, and being genetically close enough) perform a successful mating action. The produced offspring will inherit its parents' genome combination with some mutations.
The notion of species is also implemented in this modeling system so that species will emerge from the evolving population of agents. Accordingly, "species" is defined in this model as a set of individuals with similar genomic characteristics, and the defined genome of a given species results from the average genomic characteristics of all its individual members. A species splits if the distance between the genomes of the two most dissimilar agents is greater than a predefined threshold. This is considered as speciation event [45] [51] . Consequently, the initial species is split into two sister species using a 2-mean clustering algorithm [56] . The resulting sister species contains individuals that show more intraspecific genetic similarity.
Modeling Sympatric Speciation Using EcoSim Model
This study focuses on the relationship between the first and the second trophic level, primary food resources (grass), and prey species to model resource-based diversification. As such, a second type of food resource has been added to the model to provide more than one food resource for prey individuals to feed on (see Figure A1 , a and b in the Appendix). The new food resource added to the system possesses specific characteristics ( Table 1 ) that we customized to create two different food resources that differ from each other in their probability of diffusion, speed of growth, and the amount of energy obtained from feeding on each food resource (the amount of energy transferred to a prey individual after eating one unit of each food resource). In general, each unit of Food 2 contains a higher amount of energy than that in one unit of Food 1. In other words, Food 2 tends to be more valuable in terms of the amount of energy transmitted to prey consumers. However, Food 1 is more accessible as it grows faster and spreads throughout the world at a higher rate than Food 2. Introducing dissimilar food resources with different levels of availability and energy content to the simulated world creates the favorable conditions for the emergence of food consumption specialization in prey individuals (either getting specialized on more available food or food with higher energy content).
Indicators of the Occurrence of Sympatric Speciation
Bolnick and Fitzpatrick (2007) modified sympatric speciation requirements introduced by Coyne and Orr (2004) and defined four different basic criteria for the occurrence of sympatric speciation: firstly, species undergoing speciation must be sister species; secondly, there must be a complete reproductive isolation between these species; thirdly, there must be a complete (or extensive) geographical overlap between these species; fourthly, the occurrence of allopatric/parapatric speciation must be highly improbable to be able to reject alternative hy-
However, it is difficult for empirical investigations to fulfill these requirements. Computational simulations on the other hand, provide complete control over a huge number of discrete factors and facilitate the development of models addressing the complex interactions between species that give rise to sympatric speciation. Modeling simulations take advantage of computational resources, and thereby enable us to closely monitor and investigate speciation events in a reasonable time period. Additionally, these modeling approaches facilitate the process of quantitative analysis of data. Considering the pragmatic application of the modeling approach in investigating the speciation process, we employed an IBM approach and followed the suggested requirements for the occurrence of sympatric speciation as defined by Bolnick and Fitzpatrick (2007) and defined four criteria ( Table 2 ) that must be fulfilled in order to consider a speciation event as a "sympatric divergence". As illustrated in Table 2 , four different methods were employed to test each criterion. This criteria and applied Table 2 . Sympatric speciation criteria and chosen strategy.
Criteria (adopted from Bolnick and Fitzpatrick (2007) was evaluating the four selected criteria, which will be discussed in Section 2.5.
Species Categorizing Algorithm
Two different approaches (FCM-Clustering Approach and Action-Perception Clustering Approach) were applied to detect species expressing preferential behavior toward one specific food resource. Under the first approach, FCM-Clustering Approach, each species' average behavioral model was analyzed. This means that the behavioral model (FCM) of every individual of each species was averaged to obtain the average FCM for each species. This value can be used to evaluate the extent of the preference expressed by each species for each type of food resource to identify a species' category. Under the second approach, Action-Perception Clustering Approach, the action performed by individuals of each species was examined. In other words, the real actions performed by individuals and also individuals' perceptions of their surrounding resources were taken into account to evaluate whether they had any preferential behavior toward one specific resource or not. These approaches are thoroughly described in the following subsections. Employing these approaches enabled us to categorize species into three different groups based on their preferences for different food resources: Group One, the species that were more likely to choose Food1 rather than Food 2; Group Two, the species that had a preference for in consuming Food 2; and Group Three, the species without any particular preference for either food resource that simply chose the closest available food resource.
FCM-Clustering Approach
In order to determine if one species show preferential behavior toward a specific food resource or not, the weighted sum of all the edges that had influence on the Eat1 and Eat2 Motor concepts were separately calculated. Then, in order to categorize all existing species to three different groups, a threshold was defined to differentiate between the associated values of all edges coming to (influencing) the Eat1 and Eat2 Motor concepts. If the differences between the weighted sums assigned to Eat1 and Eat2 were smaller than 0.5, it was assumed that the species do not express any significant preference for either food resource and was assigned to Group Three (species with no preference). However, if the difference between the value associated to Eat1 and the value associated to Eat2 was greater than the threshold and the value of Eat1 was greater than the value of Eat2; then the species was assigned to Group One. In contrast, the species was categorized as Group Two under the opposite situation (see Figure A3 in the Appendix).
After categorizing all existing species into three separate groups, the number of individuals belonging to each group was counted in each time step and (see Fig- ure A4 in the Appendix).
Action-Perception Clustering Approach
In the second approach, instead of using the FCM behavioral model (as employed in the first approach), species' real behavior was applied as the main criteria for the classification of existing species into the three different groups (as discussed above). The rate of performed Eat 1 and Eat 2 actions by each species and the average perception for each species' local food resource availability (Food 1 and 2) were taken into consideration. Five simple logical rules were applied to evaluate these two criteria (see Table A5 in the Appendix). The thresholds were chosen to ensure that the differences in behaviors and perceptions were significantly strong (see Figure A5 in the Appendix).
Verifying Required Criteria of Sympatric Speciation
First Criterion: Sister Species
The first criterion was identifying the sets of sister species that were specialized on different food resources. More precisely, it was necessary to consider any set of two species and determine whether they are sister species (each other closest relative) or not. This assessment had to be applied for all couples of species.
Since every single individual of the prey and predator species were trackable through evolutionary time in our simulation study, we could simply construct the exact phylogenetic trees to determine the precise time of the occurrence of speciation. Thus, the phylogenetic trees were made to distinguish species with preference for one specific food resource. Consequently, this made it possible to categorize species on their phylogenetic tree in terms of their expressed preference for specific food resources. Based on the first criterion, three different cat-egories obtained from the previous step were used to create and find a set of sister species, one specialized on Food 1 and the other specialized on Food 2.
Phylogenetic trees were computed using information such as parent species ID, offspring species ID, and the time steps where speciation events occurred.
The life span of each species was applied to determine that species' associated branch length in their phylogenetic tree. It should be noted that this program also had the related information obtained from the previous step regarding the species categorizing algorithm and their food preferences.
We needed to apply a method to visualize species that belonged to different categories (either specialized on Food 1 or Food 2), so that we could easily detect sister species with different food resource specializations. Therefore, a graphical editor for phylogenetic trees called Tree Graph [57] was applied. A truncated phylogenetic tree, rooting on a speciation event occurring at time step 17400, is presented in Figure 3 . This represents a good example of a set of sister species that has met the first criterion. This set of sister species has lived for more than 400 time steps, that is why the length of their branches is so long. All other lines in this figure (shown in light blue and light red) indicate other species with shorter life spans.
Since the phylogenetic tree of each run was huge; containing thousands of species and all the speciation events, it was impossible to manually trace a set of sister species with different food preferences. As such, an algorithm was developed to distinguish all sets of sister species that met both of the following conditions: 1) one of them was specialized on Food 1, while the other one showed preference for Food 2; and 2) both were able to survive for at least 100 time steps.
The speciation event in EcoSim is determined by a two-means clustering method. Therefore, at any speciation event only two sister species emerge from a parent species. This means that in cases where there is potential for the emer- Figure 3 . A truncated phylogenetic tree centered on one species splitting in two sister species each expressing a preferential resource behavior for Food 1(blue bold) or Food 2 (red bold). The length of the branches are proportional to the number of time steps. A set of sister species presented in bold color (red and blue) is detectable in this figure, each indicating different food preferences (in each color). The branch in the color of bold blue belongs to Group 1 with preference for Food 1, whereas its sister species, the branch in the color of bold red, belongs to Group 2 specialized on Food 2.
gence of more than two sister species, it is possible to observe two consecutive speciation events within a very short period of time. In such cases, these species with such sequential speciation events are still considered as sister species as long as the difference between their originating time steps is less than five.
Second Criterion: Complete Reproductive Isolation
The second criterion was to ensure that there was a complete reproductive isolation between sister species that had already passed the first criterion. This criterion quantified the extent of reproductive isolation between sister species. The level of reproductive isolation between two sister species could be determined by measuring the number of occurrences of hybridization events. In other words, reproductive isolation level would be low if sister species frequently mate with each other and reproduced hybrid offspring. Therefore, measuring hybridization events was used to determine the level of reproductive isolation between sister species. The hybridization events were calculated as a ratio of all reproductive events that had occurred between all individual members of two sister species through evolutionary time. This ratio, then, measured intra-and inter-specific reproduction events. As the parents of each single individual were trackable in our simulation study, we only needed to go through all individual members of each sister species (that had already passed the first criterion) and calculate the ratio of intra-specific reproduction versus inter-specific reproduction occurring at each time step. The calculated hybridization ratio indicated that there were no occurrences of hybridization events between identified sister species from the first criterion.
Third Criterion: Overlapping Geographic Ranges
Spatial distribution of species was also examined to ensure that the two sister species occupied the same geographic habitat. In nature, dispersal ability of all individuals of one particular species determines the spatial extent of the habitat occupied by that species [1] . In studies focusing on resource distribution or host-plant mediated interactions, what matters is the dispersal ability of every single individual rather than the average of the population's dispersal ability as a whole. To validate our third criteria, it was necessary to verify that speciation events occurred among individuals sharing the same geographical range. Thus, for all individuals belonging to either of two sister species (that had passed the first and the second criteria), the average distance was measured in number of cells for the first 200 time steps after the occurrence of a speciation event. Using this information we were able to calculate the minimum distance between the two closest individuals, the average distance of the 200 closest individuals, and the average distance between all the individuals in either sister species to determine the level of geographical closeness of species ( Figure A6 in the Appendix).
Furthermore, to get an idea about the distance between the set of candidate sister species (that had already passed the first and the second criteria) compared to the distance between all other sister species in the simulation (that had not arisen through sympatric speciation), the above parameters (the minimum dis-tance, the average distance of 200 closest, and the total average distance) were also measured between all other sister species. The measurement of the minimum and the average distance between all other sister species provided an estimation about the level of cohabitation. Thereby, we could define a threshold for the highest acceptable minimum and maximum distances between the individuals of the candidate sister species. These thresholds could be, ultimately, used to examine the third criterion. In other words, it is crucial to know: 1) what is the highest acceptable minimum distance, and 2) the maximum acceptable average total distance between the individuals of the sets of candidate sister species. According to the obtained results, the average geographic distance between individuals of the candidate sister species was significantly less than the average distances between all other sister species. Furthermore, in order to make sure that this important criterion (shared geographic habitat) was met, the statistical significance of the distances between every set of candidate sister species and all other sister species were also calculated through a T-Test. The result of this T-Test demonstrated that the distances between the candidate species (species that had already passed the first and the second criteria of sympatric speciation)
were significantly differentiated from the distances between all other sister species. More importantly, the thresholds were estimated; 1) the minimum distance between the individuals of the sets of candidate sister species and the average distance between their closest 200 individuals must be zero (less than 0.01) during the first 50 time steps after the speciation. Also, 2) the total average distance between the sister species populations must be less than 13 during the same time (the first 50 time steps after the speciation).
In summary, as the third criterion, the distances between individuals of the candidate sister species (all couples of sister species, which had already successfully passed the two previous required sympatric speciation criteria) were measured.
When the distances for the individuals of the candidate sister species were equal or below the thresholds, this couple of sister species were considered to have passed the third required criterion, which implies that this particular couple of sister species occupies the same geographical habitat. More precisely, if the minimum distance between individuals of a couple of sister species and the average distance between their closest 200 individuals was 0 during the first 50 time steps after the speciation event, and also at the same time the total average distance between their populations was less than 13, this couple of sister species, then, fulfilled the third criterion.
Fourth Criterion:
Rejecting Alternative Hypothesis (Allopatric/Parapatric Speciation) In evolutionary modeling studies, it has been proven that sufficient evidence of the biogeography and evolutionary history of a sister species couple is required to validate the emergence of a new species through sympatric divergence, and reject the possibility of their resulting from allopatric or parapatric processes [1] , [39] . In this study, the biogeography of the two species in relation to one another was taken into account under the third criterion and the species' phylogenetic lineage was examined through the first criterion.
The last required criterion was to reject the alternative hypothesis of allopatric and parapatric speciation, to attest that the two species supposing to have arisen through sympatric speciation have not undergone any geographic isolation. One of the advantages of this study is that it was possible to track all the phylogenetic and biogeographic information of every single individual within the populations.
As a result of such a population tracking capability, sampling errors that are intrinsically unavoidable in experimental investigations were eliminated from this modeling study. This study enables us to follow the complete biogeographic and phylogenetic history of all species through evolutionary time. Furthermore, there were no physical barriers in EcoSim that could restrict individuals' dispersal and movement to isolate the populations. As such, as soon as the first three criteria are met, the fourth criterion is also automatically met, and consequently, the possibility of the contribution of alternative hypothesis (allopatric/parapatric divergence) is contradicted.
Do Sympatric Species Share Some Common Patterns?
We applied machine learning techniques to find the shared patterns among sympatric species in the five runs with more than 10 instances of sympatric speciation events. As such, three steps were followed (preparing the dataset, attribute selection, and classification), to analyze the results of these runs for further detailed information concerning the specific conditions leading to sympatric speciation.
Preparing and Preprocessing the Dataset
The results obtained from the five runs that had a high number of occurrences of sympatric speciation were used as the main dataset for applying the machine learning methods. In this dataset, sympatric species were labeled as positive instances, while other sister species at the same period of time were marked as negative instances. Initially, we included all attributes describing the species and their environment to create the initial dataset. These 81 attributes covered a broad range of information including general species information (such as population size of each species, their interbreeding ratio, and the amount of their energy transferred to an offspring), and behavioral specifications (such as the frequency of each action, and an individual's perception of their environment).
Accordingly, five initial datasets were created from the five different runs.
However, four of them were imbalanced, meaning that the number of positive samples was only one third of the number of negative samples. This can negatively affect the machine learning method's ability to discover significant rules.
One main approach to solve the imbalanced dataset problem is to either oversample the minority class or under sample the majority class [58] . Therefore, for those four imbalanced datasets, we applied the smote algorithm [59] to resample the minority class, which corresponded to our sympatric species (positive sam-ples). After balancing the datasets, each had approximately 6000 to 7000 instances, where each instance contained the values of all the attributes describing one species (either in the positive or negative class).
Attribute Selection
Each attribute describes one particular characteristic about a species, but not all attributes impact sympatric speciation. Thus, the most influential attributes were identified to classify the datasets in a way that will generate the most accurate results. Consequently, different attribute selection methods were used and their results were combined to select the attribute subset that most significantly discriminates between the two classes. We used the Info Gain Attribute Evaluator implemented in Weka [60] , combined with the Ranker search method and Cfs subset Evaluator in three different search methods (including Best First, Greedy
Stepwise, and Genetic Search) [60] . Subsequently, all attributes were sorted by their corresponding scores, returned from the Ranker plus Info Gain Attribute subset Evaluator was applied on a 10-fold cross-validation attribute selection basis. If an attribute was selected by evaluation of all 10 folds, a score of 100% was assigned to that attribute. Similarly, if an attribute was not selected by the evaluation of any fold, a score of 0% was assigned to that attribute. Accordingly, the attributes with the lowest score from all the attribute selection methods were removed. For this purpose, we removed attributes with a score of less than 30% from the Genetic Search and Cfs subset Evaluator, or with a rank higher than 40 on the Ranker and InfoGain attribute Evaluator. Since the removed attributes also had a low score in the GreedyStepwise + Csf method, they were not selected by the BestFirst + Csf method. As a result, the number of the attributes was reduced to 29. The list of these attributes is provided in the Appendix (Table A6 and Table A7 ).
Classification 1) Specific Rules Associated to Each Run
The J48 classifier in Weka [60] , the CRF combined rule extraction and feature elimination method in supervised Random Forest classification [61] , and the Random Forest classification combined with feature selection using hill climbing method [62] were applied to each dataset individually to find a fit method for classification.
First, each dataset was tested separately to extract the rules on each run. Then, all datasets were combined to identify the shared patterns among all runs. The J48 classification method returned a lower number of rules than the Random Forest methods. However, the Random Forest method provided the highest level of accuracy of classification, whereas the accuracy obtained with J48 was still reasonably high. Hence, we decided to use the J48 classifier to classify each dataset separately since it returned the lowest number of rules with a high accuracy.
J48 classifier was used with different attribute selection methods to find the minimum number of attributes, the minimum number of rules, and the highest accuracy. The classification started with the 29 attributes, selected using the attribute selection method (section 2.6.2). We pruned the decision tree by increasing the minimum number of instances per leave as this technique helped us to decrease the number of rules, which facilitated an explanation of the rules related to each class. A small part of each dataset was put aside to be utilized as a validation set. Hence, each dataset went through each step (pruning and removing attributes) separately. Starting with 29 attributes and 17 rules, it was possible to reduce down to 5 attributes and 11 rules. Consequently, the total accuracy declined from 96.26% to 86.79%, with the advantage of obtaining a reasonable number of short rules for interpretation. However, an accuracy greater than 86% is sufficient to capture the main properties and to provide a primary analysis of the conditions leading to sympatric speciation.
2) Generic Rules Valid for All Runs
The results of all the five runs were united to create a dataset to identify the In a second step, the J48 classification method was applied to the dataset with the remaining set of attributes. The tree pruning method was also utilized by increasing the minimum number of objects per leaf, which led to a decrease in the number of leaves and thereby, a decrease in the number of rules per class. The amount of pruning was chosen to significantly decrease the number of rules when keeping the total accuracy at a reasonable level.
The total accuracy marginally declined to 94.95% and the number of rules dropped to 42. These steps were repeated three more times and 13, 11, and 9 attributes were selected respectively after each step. The decision tree returned by the J48 classifier on all datasets combined together with 11 attributes and 20 rules is shown in the Appendix, Figure A7 . In order to estimate how generic the discovered rules were, the classification process was repeated five more times.
Each time the results of four out of the five datasets were united to use as the training set, while the results of the fifth dataset were exploited as the validation set. The attributes with the lowest score (as previously discussed) were removed step-by-step by applying the Info Gain Attribute Evaluator implemented in Weka [60] with the Ranker search method, and the Cfs subset Evaluator with Genetic Search method leading to the selection of 10 attributes. The J48 decision tree and Random Forest classification methods were also used in each experiment.
As expected, the total accuracy of the validation set in this experiment was much lower than the total accuracy of the 10-fold cross validation on the training set. This was due to the validation set having been created from the results of a different run. We observed that the Random Forest method strongly outperformed the J48 algorithm on the validation set and had a consistently higher accuracy on the training set.
Experimental Conditions
In order to detect the implications of resource partitioning on sympatric speciation, more than 50 runs of the dual resource version of the EcoSim with different initializations in terms of the foods' specifications were executed on SHAR-
. Each run was executed for about three months and provided 25000 time steps, which was long enough to observe the evolutionary behavior of the species. The process of evaluation of simulations for monitoring speciation phenomena was started at time steps 15,000 -20,000, when populations had enough time to stabilize. All necessary data was stored individually for each simulation.
Furthermore, 10 runs of the classic version of the EcoSim with only one food resource were also submitted as the control. The initial number of prey and predator in each run was 12,000 and 4900 respectively.
Results and Discussion
The Action-Perception Clustering approach (which categorized species into three groups based on the actual behavior of the individuals) provided a significantly higher number of sister species fulfilling the sympatric speciation requirements compared to the FCM-Clustering approach (which categorized species into three groups based on their FCM behavioral model). Under the FCMClustering approach, in each run we could only detect between 1 and 4 sets of sister species fulfilling criteria of sympatric speciation. Whereas, under the Action-Perception Clustering approach, each run contained between 11 and 53 sets of sympatric species (Table 3 ). The reason behind such a difference is that FCM-Clustering approach does not differentiate between the importance of the concepts influencing the Eat 1 and Eat 2 actions. In FCM some genes are more important than others as they are related to more important concepts. However, (both having the same value), they will cancel out each other. Although the positive one is more important than the negative one, as long as their absolute values are the same them will cancel each other. In consequence, some species specializing on one specific food resource may not have been found by simply examining their FCM through the FCM-Clustering algorithm. Out of the twenty total submitted test runs, five runs had more than ten instances of the occurrence of sympatric speciation, seven runs had one or two, and eight runs had not any instances of the occurrence of sympatric speciation. The three criteria were implemented on the five runs with the highest number of observed instances of sympatric speciation. Table 3 summarizes how speciation events were filtered step by step. As it can be observed, most of the speciation events have been filtered out after applying the first criterion, leaving the sister species that were specialized on different food resources and that had a life span greater than 100 time steps. Interestingly, all sets of sister species that passed the first criterion also successfully met the second required criterion (they were also found to be reproductively isolated). In some runs, a small number of sister species that had passed the first and the second criteria, failed to fulfill the third criterion since they lived too far from each other ( Table 3 ).
The results of these five runs were used to create a dataset to investigate the probability of the occurrence of sympatric speciation. Although we observed very promising results in all runs, presenting all the results obtained from these five runs is beyond the scope of this study. The results presented here focus on run 4 since this run had the highest number of the occurrences of sympatric speciation. However, similar results were also observed for the other four runs.
Obtained Results from Run 4
The total abundance of the different food resources is shown in Figure 4 . In general, each simulation was allowed to run for about 25,000 time steps. It was necessary to give each run enough time to stabilize so that we were able to recognize the signs of speciation process around time steps 15,000 -20,000. As mentioned earlier, Food 1 had a relatively higher probability of diffusion and grew faster than Food 2. On the other hand, Food 2 was less available but was a more valuable resource regarding the amount of energy transmitted to prey.
As described earlier, we were able to track the rate of any successful or failed action performed by prey individuals. The rate of successful or failed searching action for Food 1 and Food 2, (as a ratio to all performed actions by all prey individuals at each time step), is represented in Figure 5 for the two food resources. The very low level of a failed searching for food action shows that prey individuals in this run did not face any difficulties in finding either of the food resources.
Another important action that was investigated in this study was the eating action performed by prey individuals, feeding on two different food resources. Initially, the rate of eating Food 1 is significantly higher than the rate of eating Food 2 ( Figure 6 ). This is because at the beginning of the simulation, prey individuals were not specialized on any specific food resource and they simply fed on the most available food resource, which was Food 1 (Figure 4) . Around time step 20,000, the rate of eating Food 2 suddenly built up (an increasing trend for Eat 2 action; Figure 6 ), and at the same time, an evident decreasing trend for the Eat 1 action occurred. As such, the ratio of these actions (Eat 1 and Eat 2) crossed each other near time step 22,000. Accordingly, from time step 22,000 the rate of the Eat 2 action was clearly higher than the rate of Eat 1 (Figure 6 ). Initially, there was no food consumption specialization and the majority of individuals consumed the more abundant food. However, after the occurrence of food specialization at time step 22,000, the consumption rate of Food 2 was greater than that of Food 1, although Food 2 was less available than Food 1. This means that, although there were higher costs and risks associated with the exploitation of Food 2 (such as "longer search time, vulnerability to variation in habitat abundance, etc." [63] ), specialization evolved nevertheless.
Resource preference distribution for Food 1, Food 2, and for both food resources is indicated in Figure 7 . Starting near time step 22,000, a large proportion of the prey population specialized on Food 2 despite a higher availability of Food 1 (Figure 7 ). This explains the observed increase in the Eat 2 action after time step 22,000 ( Figure 6 ). The obtained results on resource distribution demonstrated that while the difference between the availability levels of Food 1 and Food 2 follows a steady trend, starting from time step 22,000 this difference begins to increase, which reflects the effect of the preference for Food 2 (Figure 4 ).
Comparing Sympatric Sister Species with Non-Sympatric Sister Species
All sets of sympatric sister species (that had passed sympatric speciation requirements) were compared with all other sets of sister species (called nonsympatric sister species) in the simulations that failed to meet at least one sympatric speciation requirements. In other words, all sets of sister species (either sympatric or non-sympatric) with a minimum lifespan of 100 time steps in the duel resource version were compared with each other in terms of the hybridization ratio (between sister species) and the average geographical distance (between sister species) following the application of the same methods employed for testing the second and the third required criteria for the occurrence of sympatric speciation. Obtained results enabled us to draw a comparison between sympatric and non-sympatric sets of sister species in terms of the reproductive isolation level and the amount of geographical overlapping. This potentially illustrates the importance of required conditions for sympatric divergence.
As it is indicated in Table 3 , there were five runs that each contained more than ten candidates for the occurrence of sympatric speciation. These runs were used to calculate the hybridization ratio between the individual members of the sister species as well as the average geographical distance between their individuals. These distances were calculated for all sets of sister species with a minimum lifespan of 100 time steps (Figure 8 (a) and Figure 8(b) ).
According to observed results, the non-sympatric sister species were either not completely reproductively isolated or that they lived in a non-overlapping area. The differences between sympatric and non-sympatric sister species are even stronger when presented in the form of logarithmic plot (Figure 8(b) ). For the occurrence of sympatric speciation, divergent species are required to inhabit the same habitat and share the same geographical range as their common ancestral species [7] [8] [9] . Therefore, it was expected to observe sympatric species exclusively in overlapping geographical habitats, in the absence of geographical Moreover, all sets of sister species in the dual resource simulation that had a minimum lifespan of 100 time steps were compared with all sets of sister species with a lifespan of more than 100 time steps in the single resource simulation (control simulations). In order to illustrate the importance of the presence of two different food resources in sympatric divergence, a comparison was made between all sets of sister species from the dual and single resource simulations (Figure 9 (a) and Figure 9 (b)).
We couldn't find any examples of sister species fulfilling sympatric speciation requirements in the single resource version runs, and species that met the required criteria are all from the dual resource simulations. Therefore, this model (a) (b) Figure 8 . The scatter plot (a) and logarithmic plot (b) of the hybridization ratio and the average geographical distance between all individuals of sister species in the dual resource version of EcoSim. Red circles represent sympatric sister species, while green circles shows non-sympatric sister species. Sympatric sister species (red circles) are strongly clustered in the lower left part of the graph, whereas the non-sympatric sister species (green circles) are distributed along the two axes. demonstrated that divergent foraging behavior could potentially result in reproductive isolation between sister species and eventually lead to sympatric speciation.
This study indicates how environmental variation in the case of diverse resource acquisition could play a very fundamental role as the main driver of divergent selection leading to the evolution of sympatric races. This observation supports previous claims regarding the crucial role of "ecologically-based divergent selection" [66] and divergent selection caused by environmental variances [22] in the evolution of sympatric species.
When one population is offered different choices of food resources, a proportion of the population may begin exclusively exploiting one particular resource, and this could initiate a barrier to gene flow between this part of the population and the main population. That is why natural selection is considered the most central factor in the emergence of new species [72] - [77] . Our observation is also consistent with studies that consider ecological interactions to have an extremely important role among living organisms as a source of divergent selection in sympatric speciation [38] [66].
These results therefore support the main hypothesis of this modeling investigation regarding the importance of the presence of multiple resources in sympatric divergence. It has been established that different local environments could result in the evolution of distinct characteristics, and consequently lead to the emergence of sympatric species [78] . In fact, specialization on different food resources exerts varying extents of ecological forces that lead to the emergence of prezygotic isolation through natural selection [38] . African Finches (Pyrenestesostrinus), Salamander (Ambystomatigrinum), and Arctic Charr (Salvelinusalpinus) are typical examples of vertebrate species that have indicated discrete intraspecific morphs, varying in food and habitat preference, and have evolved to exploit diverse resources [79] . Indo-pacific goby and its sister species are another example that could clearly illustrate the fundamental role of foraging behavior in a lineage-splitting event. Scientists have identified a brand new species of goby within the range of the Indo-pacific goby species' habitat that is in fact its sister species and is exclusively specialized on a distinct coral host [80] .
Reproductive isolation or the emergence of barrier to gene flow might occur either before or after the formation of a hybrid zygote (respectively called the prezygotic or postzygotic isolating mechanisms) [7] . It is believed that compared to postzygotic (e.g. hybrid sterility), a prezygotic isolation (e.g. behavioral mating preference), which is considered an "earlier-evolving barrier to gene flow", plays a more significant role in the speciation process [81] .
The Obtained Results of Machine Learning Techniques and Shared Patterns among Sympatric Species
An example of the decision tree generated for Run #2 is presented in Figure 10 .
As is noticeable in this example, sympatric speciation has occurred at low values of disEvol (the average genetic distance between the initial reference genome and the current genomes). The evolutionary distance (disEvol) is always increasing with time; therefore, a low value of disEvol represents the beginning of the data measurement near time step 20,000 when the food specialization process was about to begin. This means that sympatric speciation has occurred at the beginning of the food specialization process, when an initial specialization on different food resources was developing (Figure 10 ). The same pattern was observed in all other generated decision trees.
The rules generated by the decision tree for this run (Run#2) demonstrated that sympatric speciation had mostly occurred at the beginning of the food specialization (disEvol low) except when the species' spatial distribution was large Figure 10 . Decision tree corresponding to Run #2 with 11 rules.
(diversity Spatial Ratio high). Under this circumstance, two different criteria were needed for the occurrence of sympatric speciation. First, sister species required a high number of genes in their genomes (nArc high). This is intuitive since more genetic diversity results in a higher mutations rate and thereby, drives a faster genetic divergence. Kawecki (1996 Kawecki ( , 1997 [63] mutations, when selective pressure favors habitat preference over generalism.
This eventually leads to the evolution of polymorphism and sympatric divergence.
The second condition occurred when species contained a large number of individuals (individual Ratio high). This means that species with a larger population size (compared to the whole populations of all species living in the simulation's world) had a higher chance of experiencing sympatric speciation. This observation supports the claim that the extent of genetic diversity builds up with an increasing effective population size [84] . Additionally, as mentioned above, such increased genetic variability leads to a more diverse ancestral gene pool and thereby, increases the chance that sympatric speciation will occur [63] [82].
The averages of the classification results of the five experiments are also summarized in Table 4 , giving the TP; the True Positive rate and the AUC; the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curve. ROC curves are curves that are exploited in machine learning and data mining investigations with the purpose of both organizing classifiers and obtaining a clear visualization of their performance [85] . "An ROC curve is a two-dimensional depiction of classifier performance" [85] . In order to draw a comparison between classifiers, ROC performance needs to be decreased to "one single scaler representing expected performance" [85] . The AUC method is frequently used to measure the area under the ROC curve [86] [87] . The AUC varies between 0 and 1, but a realistic classifier should not have an AUC less than 0.5 [85] . Applying the Random Forest method we can predict the occurrence of sympatric speciation on the training set with an average accuracy of 99.97%. Furthermore, the unseen validation sets from different runsobtained an average accuracy of 82.22%, which is 
Conclusions
There is still long-standing controversy surrounding sympatric speciation. Despite a general agreement on the theoretical plausibility of the incidence of sympatric divergence in nature, the extent that sympatric speciation may contribute to biodiversity and its root causes are still unknown today.
It is believed that strong disruptive selective pressure exerted by both competition for and specialization on resources could play a significant role in sympa- [20] . However, the importance of ecological interactions and consequent disruptive selection in sympatric speciation still needs further investigation.
In order to obtain a better understanding of the evolutionary impact of the arrival of a new species, and to investigate speciation and lineage-splitting events, it is necessary to have access to a species' complete evolutionary history including thousands of generations leading to a speciation event [1] [9] [39] . Achieving such insight is challenging by means of experimental and field investigations due to the unreasonable time investment for such a field study. Therefore, in this study we utilized the ability of an individual-based modeling approach in tracking the evolutionary paths of species [41] .
According to the results of this investigation, prey individuals mainly fed on the more abundant resource (Food 1) at the beginning of the simulations, before they had adapted to efficiently exploiting each specific resource. However, after the evolution of specialization around time step 22,000, consumption of Food 2 exceeded that of Food 1 in spite of the fact that Food 1 was more available and prey individuals encountered this resource more frequently. The main focus of this study was to investigate whether and under which circumstances the selective pressures acting on foraging behaviors could sympatrically diverge lineages. ployed to obtain a better understanding of the underlying causes of sympatric divergence. As it was expected, the instances of sympatric species were exclusively observed among sister species that shared the same geographical ranges.
Moreover, this comparison revealed the significant role of reproductive isolation and assortative mating caused by disruptive selection pressure exerted by the exploitation of different resources in sympatric speciation [37] Our unique modeling approach does not simply assume that individuals are involved in foraging and mating activities; it also comprises all other possible considerations, which might play an important role from evolutionary perspective. Applying this complex modeling approach we highlighted significant indicators of behavioral modifications caused by preferential resource use. Finally, when employing the several machine learning techniques, explicit rules were extracted to gain more information regarding the most essential patterns that lead to sympatric speciation. According to our acquired rules, the majority of incidences of sympatric divergence occurred at the beginning of the process of resource specialization. However, if species had a high spatial distribution, they needed to fulfill two different conditions to diverge sympatrically: 1) high genetic diversity, and 2) large population size. This means that the probability of sympatric divergence was higher if a population had a more diverse gene pool and also a higher number of individual members. It has been empirically verified that genetic conditions and ecological conditions are the key components that facilitate the occurrence of sympatric speciation [1] [21] . In the case of specialized resource use, genotype × environment interaction is the leading contributor to sympatric divergence [21] . Our modeling study indicated the crucial role of these factors in the occurrence of sympatric speciation and stressed the importance of genetic diversity and population size.
One of the difficulties of empirical investigations of sympatric speciation is that it is almost impossible to reach a solid conclusion about ancestor species, as it is difficult to gain access to the genetic conditions of the initial population (ancestral species) prior to a divergence event [90] [91] . In most empirical studies addressing speciation, a speciation event has either completed and species have completely diverged, or it is currently happening. On the other hand, it has been claimed that the most accurate estimations about the initial conditions leading to sympatric speciation could be obtained from lineages that are beginning the divergence process [92] . Since modeling approaches provide us with an ideal opportunity to monitor speciation events at early stages of divergence, these tools are considered one of the strongest candidate approaches to achieve an accurate prediction of the initial requirements for speciation [92] . Our modeling investigation strongly supports this claim and illustrates the importance of an early stage of resource specialization in the occurrence of sympatric specia-tion. This modeling study provided us a golden opportunity to follow the speciation process since its initiation stage, something that is impossible in nature. The valuable obtained results of this study shed light on the central role of sympatric speciation in evolutionary ecology. More importantly, this study enabled us to overcome one the greatest obstacle in investigation sympatric speciation, which is having access to the evolutionary history and biogeography of sister species undergoing divergence process since it is almost impossible to have access to such information in the real world.
From a biological point of view, however, this modeling study has some limitations in spite of its major contributions to this field of study. EcoSim is intrinsically designed to address broad ecological and biological questions and it is not able to exclusively model a specific ecological system or a distinct species with high specificity. [94] . Because this modeling study did not include any particular phenotypic traits, we did not evaluate the role phenotypic adaptation and adaptive radiation may have in sympatric divergence caused by resource specialization. This would therefore be a beneficial area for future work. In the current study, we simply evaluated runs with sympatric species; however, it would be valuable in future work to also involve runs without sympatric divergence. This may allow us to obtain a greater understanding of the environmental and behavioral differences between these runs that might have led to sympatric speciation. Table A3 The species that were not assigned to any group based on the four previous rules were assumed to not be specialized on any specific resource (not showing any preferential behavior)
Then this species is categorized as group 3 *In order to be able to claim that the rate of one eating action is higher than the other, a threshold was applied for the minimum required differences between the rate of Eat 1 and Eat 2. This threshold has been defined so that the rate of one eating action should be twice as high as the other one to be counted as significantly greater. **Likewise, another threshold was used for the differences between available resources, to find out whether their abundances are approximately equal, or if one of them is more available than the other. Figure A5 presents the output of these species categorizing algorithms for one simulation, as an example of the resource preference distribution of all prey individuals based on their completed eating behaviors and their perception of available resources in their environment. The horizontal axis represents the time steps, while the vertical axis represents the percentage of prey belonging to each group. According to this figure, starting from around time step 21000, a significant proportion of the prey populations belong to both groups one and two. This provides an approximate time step to consider for indicators of sympatric speciation (exploring the four required criteria on those species). 
